
★3 Example:

1) Assume that the size of the 

hole is 10mm.

2) Confirm if the green line is 

properly located.

3), 4) Input “10”

★4

* The reference image you surround using 

  a red and a light blue frames should be a 

  letter, mark or a corner of an object.

* Round shapes such as holes, “O” marks are 

   preferred for more accurate alignment.

Burrs, chipping,

cracking, post-assembly

scratches, missing,

faded, upside-down, or

incorrect characters,

parts numbers, etc.

Register a new part for inspection?

Click “New” button

What kind of inspection will be performed?

Start EasyInspector

Click the “Add” button to the right of

the “Frame No.”

Action

Option

Key

Settings Concierge
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Black or brown spots,

burns, foreign material

contamination, parts

inserted backwards, part

plating color detection,

rust detection, detection

of differences in wiring

color, forgotten screws

which leave a hole,

forgotten parts, etc.

Product

dimensions/angles

(width, height, etc.),

dimensions of metal

extrusion molding,

dimensions/angles of cut

or pressed parts,

position confirmation,

gap detection, liquid

level recording, etc.

Solder bridging, wire

bonding, sheet count

inspection (paper, board,

etc.), fiber count

inspection (cloth, etc.)

Lead pitch of connectors

with bent terminals, etc.

Laser light spread and

intensity, LED

brightness, etc.

Black or brown spots,

burns, foreign material

contamination, black

specks or carbides in

plastic molding, white

specks such as dust,

scratches in metal, etc.

Go to "Color Comparison: 

Compare Images".

Go to "Color Comparison: 

Find Specified Color”.
Go to “Dimension/Angle”. Go to “Count Test”. Go to “Pitch Test”. Go to “Beam Profiler”.

Go to “Scratch/Speck

Test”.

Is there a possibility that a sample item shifts 

slightly each time you set the sample?

Go to “Image alignment”

What kind of test do you wish to run?

Select “Counts, Pitch” on the “Intensity Profile” tab

Put a check at“Counts” under 

“Measurement results”

Put a check at “Avg. pitch” 

under “Measurement results”

Click "Master" in the lower left of the screen and

frame the area you wish to inspect.

Click "Change Meas. Item" and select the item

which best matches the detail you wish to measure.

“Beam Profiler”

Select “Beam Profiler” from the “Intensity Profile” tab

Set a PASS sample item

Click on “Inspect this frame”

Take note of the count value from the

PASS sample inspection.

Set a FAIL sample item

Click on “Inspect this frame”

Take note of the count value from the

FAIL sample inspection, and set the

“L. Limit” and “U. Limit” count values

(set such that PASS items fall within the

range and FAIL items fall outside of it)

Adjust the detection sensitivity and brightness range as necessary

Take note of the average pitch from the

PASS sample inspection

Take note of the avg. pitch from the FAIL 

sample inspection, and set the “L. Limit”

and “U. Limit” average pitch values (set 

such that PASS items fall within the 

range and FAIL items fall outside of it)

Click “Master” in the lower left of the screen and

frame the area you wish to inspect.

Display the profile to confirm accuracy?

Yes

Set the threshold to match the luminescence of the inspected item

Where would you like to set the 

central position for the profile?

Put a check next to “Show profile”. Remove the check next to “Show profile”.

I want to set it at the

center of the inspection

frame

I want to set the center

at the brightest pixel in

the inspection frame

Choose “Frame” Choose “Peak” Choose “Center of gravity” Choose “Profile of X/Y sum”

Set a PASS sample item

Click on “Inspect this frame”

Set a FAIL sample item

Click on “Inspect this frame”

Take note of the results of the FAIL

sample inspection, and set the respective

maximum and minimum values (set such

that PASS items fall within the range and

FAIL items fall outside of it)

Inspection Result Item Detail

Width X : Horizontal width of the beam in the 

inspection frame.

Width Y : Vertical width of the beam in the 

inspection frame.

(X and Y Width are initially a pixel display.

A true width is given [mm, etc.] after the 

conversion value is set.)

Peak Count : Value of the brightest pixel

in the inspection frame

Area : value for the area that the brightness is 

above the “Threshold”.

Count Sum : Sum of brightness values in the

inspection frame.

Settings for "Pass/Fail Threshold"

★1-1

★1-2

★1-3

Set a PASS sample item

Click "Master" on the lower left of the screen and frame the area you wish to inspect.

Click on “Inspect this frame”

Take note of the “Current Rate” from 

the PASS sample inspection. 

※ If misdetection due to shifting is

evident, perform “Image alignment”

Set a FAIL sample item

Click on “Inspect this frame”

Take note of the “Current Rate” from the FAIL sample

inspection and find the median value between that and

the detection rate for the PASS sample (Ex. With a

detection rate of 0.2% for the PASS sample and 0.6%

for the FAIL example, the median value would be 0.4%)

Using "Compare Images" : Input 0.0% as the “Lower Lim.” and the 

median value as the “Upper Lim.” for "Pass/Fail Threshold" (★1-1) 

Using "Find Specified Color" : If the PASS item detection rate (Current 

Rate) is higher than the FAIL item detection rate, input the median 

value for the “Lower Lim.” and 100% for “Upper Lim.” for "Pass/Fail 

Threshold"  (★1-2)

 If the PASS item detection rate is lower than the FAIL item detection 

rate, input 0.0% for the “Lower Lim.” and the median value for the 

“Upper Lim.” for "Pass/Fail Threshold" (★1-3)

Inspect PASS and FAIL items alternately, and adjust

the threshold, "Tolerance", "Match Level", etc.

Click on "Change Color" on the "Specified Color" tab. Then click on a color option 

from the Master Image (the color you want to detect or the normal color).

Is the specified color the one you want to detect?

I want to detect this wiring or 

part color.

I want to detect foreign material different 

from the normal (background) color

Select “Detect if this Color”

"Color Comparison:

Compare Images"

"Color Comparison:

Find Specified Color”

Select "Compare Images" on the "Color Comparison" tab

Select "Find Specified Color" on the "Color Comparison" tab

“Scratch/Speck Test”

Select the “Scratch/Speck” tab

What color are the scratches/specks you wish to detect?

Lighter than the  background Darker than the background

Choose “White” for

scratch/speck color

Choose “Black” for

scratch/speck color

What type of pattern best matches the  background?

None Vertical stripe 

pattern

Horizontal 

stripe pattern

Select “None” for

the background

stripe pattern

Select “Vert. stripes”

for the background

stripe pattern

Select “Horiz. stripes”

for the background 

stripe pattern

Set the "Size of a defect", the

circumference (in pixels) of the

scratches/specks you wish to detect

Set the "No. of defects upper limit", the 

number of detected scratches/specks 

above which the item fails.

Set the "Sensitivity" (Brightness Difference) at a high value if detecting 

scratches/specks with a significant brightness difference, such as black 

specks on a white background. Conversely, set a low value if detecting

scratches/specks which are similar in color to the background.

Set the "Noise elimination" at a high value if you are not

detecting small scratches/specks. Conversely, set a low

value if you wish to also detect small scratches/specks

Set "Max. width of defects", the maximum width of

scratches/specks you wish to detect. If "Don’t detect if larger 

than the above width." is checked, scratches/specks

which exceed the set value will not be detected.

Click on “Inspect this frame”

Check the degree of scratch/speck

detection, and adjust each setting value

Accordingly.

Calculation of dimension/angle difference between 2 frames

I want to measure the difference in position or width

measured in each frame -I want to measure the difference

in angles measured in each frame

Normal dimension/angle measurements

I want to measure dimensions, positions, and

angles within one frame

Click on "Change Meas. Item" under "Dimension/

Angle" and select the picture which best represents 

the details you want to measure★2）

Have you already set the 2 frames to be compared?

Set measurement

settings for the 2

target frames

Put a check next to "Calculate

the difference of two measured 

values"

Under "Subtraction target frames", 

choose the frame numbers for the 2 

frames you wish to compare

Click the "Inspect (F5)" button

Click the "Frame Number" up/down 

buttons and check the measurement 

results and difference values for the 2 

target frames to be compared

Set the acceptance judgment selection

and acceptance range as necessary

Is your selection an angle test?

Yes

Angle Test

No

Width or Position Test

Has length already been calibrated? (Length

calibration is the operation which determines

a value for converting length in the image [in

pixels] into actual length in cm/mm)

Click on "Inspection Results" in the lower left of the 

main screen. Click on "Inspect this frame" a few times 

to check whether the line appears in the location you 

want to measure. If not, adjust the edge detection 

sensitivity.（★3-2）

Click on "Set conversion value"（★3-3）

Input the true value (actual length) and click OK

（★3-4）

Set a sample

Click on “Inspect this frame”

What kind of test do you wish to run?

Click on "Master" in the lower left of the screen and

frame the area you want to inspect

Select the “Dimension/Angle” tab

“Dimension/Angle”

★2 Measurement Item Selection 

Choose the best match from the items below

Inspection item example Selection item

Select “Detect if NOT this Color”

Which correction method?

Use vertical/horizontal shift correction?

Yes No

Turn on the "Trans." checkbox and use the red 

frame to surround the letters or markings you want 

to serve as a reference for matching the position.

（★4）

Use rotational shift correction?

Yes No

Click on “Inspect this frame”

Click alternately on "Master" and "Result" in the 

lower left of the screen to check whether the 

image positions are being properly matched

Is alignment successful?

Yes No

Has it shifted farther out of position than

it was before correction?

Yes No

Widen the “Sch. Range”

Use the following tips to adjust the search range and frame : 

When the red or light blue frame (or in Auto, the inspection frame itself) is 

smaller, position matching occurs more rapidly. However, if it is too small, 

position matching will fail. When the "Sch. Range" (search range) is 

smaller, position matching occurs more rapidly.

No

(When comparing with the Master Image)

An inspection sample is always positioned accurately /

(When detecting specified colors) Position varies

somewhat but specified color is always inside the frame

Yes

Is position shift correction necessary?
“Image alignment”

 

Yes

Register a new part or product

No Configure current

inspection points
No Add new inspection points

START

Inspect the sample item of which the length/size is 

known. （★3-1)

Check the measurement results - The angle is the

number added in the counterclockwise direction with

the horizontal as 0 degrees -The position is given with

the origin in the top left of the screen.

“Count Test” “Pitch Test”

I want to set the center at a

location with a good balance

of continuous bright pixels

within the inspection frame

I want to calculate the 

center based on the 

respective accumulative

results of the X and Y axes

Make note of the results of the PASS

sample inspection

Auto

-The frame is small (less than

1/5 of the screen) 

-Rotation correction is unnecessary

-Easy configuration is desired

Same Correction as Last Frame

-Use the same alignment as last time 

-I want to shorten the time needed for 

position shift correction

Feature Recognition

-I want shift correction to be as rapid as possible 

-I want to do rotational correction also

-The reference position for correction and the

inspection area are in different locations

Select "Automatch" on the 

Automatic" tab
Select "Pattern match" on

the "Manual" tab

Select "Same alignment" on the 

Automatic" tab

Use the "Frame Number" up/down 

buttons to select the frame for position 

shift correction. Then click "Inspect this 

frame" (Correction value will be saved).

- Narrow the "Sch. Range" (Search range)

- Widen the range of letters or marks 

surrounded by the red or light blue frame

Turn on the "Rot." checkbox and use the light 

blue frame to surround the letters or markings 

you want to serve as a reference for matching 

the position.


